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SUMMARY
Cloud computing is attracting the attention of the scientific community. In this paper, we develop a new
cloud-based computing system in the Windows Azure platform that allows users to use the Zeolite Structure
Predictor (ZSP) model through a Web browser. The ZSP is a novel machine learning approach for classifying
zeolite crystals according to their framework type. The ZSP can categorize entries from the Inorganic Crystal
Structure Database into 41 framework types. The novel automated system permits a user to calculate the
vector of descriptors used by ZSP and to apply the model using the Random Forest™ algorithm for
classifying the input zeolite entries. The workflow presented here integrates executables in Fortran and
Python for number crunching with packages such as Weka for data analytics and Jmol for Web-based
atomistic visualization in an interactive compute system accessed through the Web. The compute
system is robust and easy to use. Communities of scientists, engineers, and students knowledgeable
in Windows-based computing should find this new workflow attractive and easy to be implemented in
scientific scenarios in which the developer needs to combine heterogeneous components. Copyright © 2012
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing [1–4] is a model that enables on-demand network access to configurable
computing resources that are supplied to the user without service provider intervention [5]. Indeed,
a cloud computing platform packages information technology (IT) resources and fetches services to
customers such that they simply have to access the interface of the cloud platform to use the services.
This is a new paradigm for scientific applications that do not require sophisticated parallelization
and are currently performed in small computer clusters [6, 7]. Despite the existence of public
clouds [8] such as Amazon [9–11], Google [12, 13], Microsoft [14, 15] providing customers with
measured services through the Internet, the potential of cloud computing for scientific applications
remains largely unexplored [16–20]. Currently, there is lack of open source workflows geared toward
research groups in the sciences, applied mathematics, and most of the engineering communities.
This deficiency is a fact because cloud developers have primarily targeted customers in business,
government departments, and individuals. The absence of science and engineering consumers using
public clouds is recognized by organizations such as the US National Science Foundation [21]. This
organization funds fundamental research and can adopt a pay-per-use funding mechanism, if the
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sciences, engineering, and mathematics communities embrace the cloud computing paradigm.
A large number of educational and small-to-medium research laboratories would benefit. Cloud
computing differentiates from grid computing because instead of batch job queues, the user receives
virtual resources. Of particular importance for scientific research where numerical accuracy is
important is that cloud computing offers deployment and control of applications, thus reducing
compatibility issues between the application and the hosting environment [22]. However, for cloud
computing to become efficient for a given science application, a specific-to-problem computer
system workflow needs to be created to link the user application with the IT cloud resources [23–25].
Windows Azure (WA) is a public cloud based on the deployment model Platform as a Service
(PaaS) that runs on servers located in Microsoft data centers [26]. This cloud became available to
developers from the public in April 2010. The WA PaaS is connected to the Internet and consists
of a scalable cloud operating system, data storage fabric, and services delivered by physical or
logical Windows Server instances. Within PaaS, users are capable of deploying onto the cloud their
user-developed or acquired applications created with programming languages, libraries, services,
or tools supported by the cloud provider. This implies that the user has a high level of control
over the deployed applications and configuration settings for the application-hosting environment,
but does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure that includes network, servers,
operating systems, and storage [5]. Recent corporate efforts by Microsoft are making WA PaaS
attractive for scientists interested in implementing applications with Software as a Service (SaaS)
[27] and for storage applications [28]. The PaaS approach is different from Amazon’s EC2
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) where the user is provided a host for a virtual machine with
processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources such that he/she can
deploy and run any software, including operating systems and applications [29]. In this case, the
user has control over operating systems, storage, deployed applications, and limited control of select
networking components, but does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure [5].
To address the bottleneck that scientific consumers encounter to use public clouds, in this
paper, we describe a new cloud-based scientific computing system, referred to as StructureAdaptive-Materials-Prediction (SAMP) for bringing the Zeolite Structure Predictor (ZSP) [30] to an
automated access through the Web. Our computing system is developed for the WA platform. ZSP is
a machine learning model that classifies zeolite crystals according to their framework type (FT) into
41 FTs. The ZSP model is trained on 1473 zeolite entries [31] from the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database (ICSD) [32], is built from a nine-descriptor vector, and uses Random Forest™[33] for
the classification task. The accuracy of the ZSP model is 98%. This is the first time a cloud-based
computing system is built for automating the calculation of descriptors and their use in machine
learning classification and clustering. The cloud infrastructure offered by WA is a good choice for
SAMP workflow because of the increased work efficiency that a PaaS-based platform offers to the
developer as compared with the work investment needed in an IaaS-based platform. Communities
of materials scientists, chemists, engineers, and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) students knowledgable in PC-based Windows environments have a growing interest
in the heterogeneity of runtimes used in services and architecture of the WA domain. In particular,
the researcher community that employs the ICSD will find that the SAMP compute system allows a
fast analysis for classifying new zeolite entries or other inorganic crystals. The computing workflow
of SAMP is generalizable for different science applications. It suffices to change the services (codes
to be executed) and the third-party software packages (data analysis and visualization) by those
adequate to another science application for the compute-system to be usable in a different scientific
scenario. The novelty of this workflow is its full implementation in the WA PaaS combining very
heterogeneous user-supplied software, which makes it unique for scientific applications. This new
compute system will be very useful for applications that are both data intensive and computationally intensive benefiting by the parallelization scheme that supports SAMP. For example, with
minor modifications, the full compute-system workflow of SAMP will serve users interested in the
scientific open-source software packages LAMMPS [34], NAMD [35], SIESTA [36], CPMD [37],
just to mention a few.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the cloud environment
preparation, the data parsing and manipulation, the four cloud services developed, and the parallel
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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environment developed employing the Server Message Block (SMB) protocol. Section 3 gives
performance results of SAMP in WA and comparison with local execution. Section 4 concludes
this work.
2. THE STRUCTURE-ADAPTIVE-MATERIALS-PREDICTION COMPUTE SYSTEM IN
WINDOWS AZURE
The WA PaaS provides developers with four cloud technologies crucial for developing applications
to be run in the cloud. These components are illustrated in Figure 1(a): (i) WA (which requires a
Windows-based local environment) for running applications and storing data on servers located
at the data centers, (ii) data services in the cloud based on SQL, (iii) distributed infrastructure
services to cloud-based and local applications through .NET, and (iv) access to data from Windows
Live applications.
The WA component of PaaS has three elements [38] that work together: a compute service that
runs applications, a storage service, and a fabric that supports the compute and storage services. For
the compute service to use PaaS, developers must create a Windows application consisting of web
roles and worker roles. A web role is a web application in which a user interacting via a web page
instructs the system to process certain desired tasks. A worker role is the equivalent of a Windows
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Figure 1. Structure-Adaptive-Materials-Prediction (SAMP) compute system in Windows Azure platform:
(a) the four components of PaaS: SQL Service, .NET Service, and Live Service, (b) the four services for the
SAMP compute system, supercell, descriptor, ZSP, and visualization that allows use of a battery of in-house
codes, (c) a diagram of SAMP compute system workflow.
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service that can be programmed to execute and terminate desired tasks. For example, a worker role
may implement the execution of in-house codes, launch hosted executable applications, write files,
and store results.
The WA storage (WAS) [39] provides four services (BLOB, Table, Queue, Drive) [40] that are
secure [41], scalable, and easy to access making storage activities durable in the cloud. The BLOB
(binary large object) service is the file system providing storage for large datasets such as images,
video, documents. BLOB is the simplest way to store text or binary data on WA. The Table storage
provides structured storage in the form of tables and supports simple queries on partitions, row keys,
and attributes. The Queue service provides a basic queue model to deliver messages asynchronously.
This service also enables the communication between the other services. The Drive service (Xdrive)
provides NTFS volumes for WA applications. An important characteristic of WAS is that a virtual
machine can access the storage facilities with its proper authentication. Therefore, Xdrive can be
made available for storing results of a computational task. In addition, WAS may be used for shared
storage among several virtual machines.
The WA fabric consists of a large group of servers, all of which are managed by the fabric
controller [26]. WA applications and data residing in WAS are distributed through the fabric
controller to every server in the fabric. The fabric controller does several useful tasks such as
monitoring all running applications, managing the operating system in the cloud, deciding where
new applications should run, and choosing servers to optimize hardware utilization.
2.1. The compute system
The ZSP permits automatic determination of the framework types of zeolite crystals. This model
is based and trained on crystal data of zeolites cataloged in the ICSD [30, 31, 42]. The purpose of
setting the ZSP in the WA cloud is to open up the predictive capabilities of the model to whoever
wants to use it with a web browser access. Our expectation is that the WA PaaS should minimize the
work of developers when compared with services based on IaaS. One objective is the development
of Web-based computing access for automating the calculation of the descriptors that enter in ZSP.
The descriptors are needed for analyzing any new dataset of interest to a user. A second objective
is to automate the machine learning analysis for classification of the new entries in one of the 41
framework types that ZSP can classify.
With these objectives in mind, we have developed the SAMP compute system. SAMP possesses
four services for distributing results from our battery of serial in-house codes: supercell, descriptor,
ZSP, and visualization [30, 42]. Figure 1(b) shows schematically these four services and the thirdparty software uploaded to the cloud required to implement them. Service supercell uses the
Python compiler and libraries. Service descriptor requires the dynamic links and runtime libraries
of Fortran. Service ZSP uses the classification algorithm Random Forest™[33] as implemented in
the open source package WEKA [43]. Service visualization employs the Jmol modeler [44].
The SAMP compute system is a parallel engine running on the WA. A schematic workflow is
given in Figure 1(c). Currently, tasks are parallelized into 20 processes. When the user provides a
dataset of entries to SAMP, then SAMP deploys one web role and 19 worker roles. The web role
stores the user provided zeolite entries, sends them along with messages to WAS and delivers them
to 19 worker roles for background processing. The 19 worker roles receive different inputs from
the web role. One worker role is designated as server, wrserver , to organize the processing tasks, to
host, and to share Xdrive. The remaining worker roles, wrclient (i) with i D 1  18, execute the tasks
in parallel. The input queue contains a number of messages. SAMP extracts one message from the
input messages and then dispatches the message to each wrcli e nt for execution. Once these tasks
are executed, the 18 wrcli e nt interact with Xdrive to store results and update the status in the Shared
Access Signature (SAS). In addition, SAMP uses the query data-parallel pattern such that several
queries can be done simultaneously.
To start any calculations, we deploy the compute system in WA. This requires upload of our
in-house codes, compilers, libraries, and software packages to our assigned disk in the cloud where
they subsequently reside as long as desired. The uploading time depends on the size of the package
to be uploaded. Our 2-GB software package requires a one-time loading time of about 100 min that
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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do not involve computations or invoking services. The deploying time is used for completing five
steps: (i) uploading our software package plus VC++ and Java runtime libraries to WA, (ii) initializing the system in WA, (iii) creating the web role, wrserver , and wrclient instances, (iv) installing the
VC++ and Java runtime libraries, and (v) sharing Xdrive among the 18 wrclient instances using SMB
protocol. Unfortunately, VC++ and Java runtime libraries do not reside in WA permanently, otherwise the uploading time will be considerably shorter. During the uploading time, there are several
tasks needed as described in Section 2.2.
2.2. Preliminary definitions and data conversion
A WA project containing associations between the web/worker roles and the expected solution is
created as first step. The project sets the service definition file and the service configuration file
[45]. The service definition file defines the runtime settings for the application, including those
worker roles to be used, endpoints, startup, Xdrive information, and Xdrive sharing definition. The
service configuration file gives configuration for the web role, defines the number and type of worker
roles (wrserver , wrclient ), assigns setting values to the various roles, and contains Xdrive information
(name, size, disk letter). Windows Azure Tools of Visual Studio [45] provide templates for different
types of web roles. Steps to create the wrserver include: (i) creation of a worker role project [45],
(ii) assignment of configuration parameters for connecting to WAS, for mounting Xdrive (where all
the in-house codes reside), for initializing services, compilers and libraries, (iii) Xdrive mounting,
and (iv) Xdrive sharing by its assigned name (TCP port 445 enabled as an internal endpoint) so that
it can receive requests from other roles through the SMB protocol [45–47]. The latter involves: user
accounts creation that authenticate the wrclient instances (user name/password are assigned in the
service configuration), granting full access to user accounts, and enabling inbound SMB traffic.
The SAMP compute system uses an ASP.NET (.NET Framework 4.0) web role for building
an ASP.NET application with web front-end. The newly created web role specifies the ASP.NET
pages and the services included in SAMP. The web role also configures the service definition files
and service configuration files for connection to WAS. SAMP defines two types of worker roles
for performing background processing: the worker role server wrserver and the worker role client
wrclient . The tasks of the wrserver are organization, processing, and mounting/sharing the Xdrive.
The task of the wrclient instances is to assign a drive letter (specified in the configuration file) to the
shared Xdrive mounted by the wrserver . At start up, the wrclient instances locate the wrserver , identify
the address of the (SMB) endpoint, and assign a letter to the shared drive. At this point the wrclient
instances are ready to read and write to the shared drive. This task emulates writing to a local drive.
The global workflow in SAMP proceeds as follows. The web role hosts the front-end logic, handles
user requests, and the visualization service. The back-end processing services (supercell, descriptor
and ZSP) are implemented through the worker roles. The communications (message, data, entry)
between web role and worker roles are connected through WAS. A diagram of such workflow is
given in Figure 1(c). We developed our own SAMP task scheduler; a task is serialized into an Azure
message and all task messages are afterwards queued into the global task queue that identifies all
the uploaded zeolite entries.
A significant portion of the SAMP setup initial time is due to the preparation of Xdrive to be
shared by the wrclient instances. Figure 2 shows Xdrive sharing time for the 18 wrclient instances.
This time indicates how long it takes for each wrclient instance to share Xdrive through SMB. Seven
trials at different moments along a day were performed. As seen in the figure, the time dispersion
is significant, even when the process is done at night (trial # 7). Also visible is the high variability
on the time in the seven different trials. Thus, we conclude that the dispersion is built into the WA
cloud because there is no way of controlling where the wrclient instances do their work. On average,
the sharing time of the 18 wrclient instance is 9.10 min. We note that the wrclient instances start to
accept tasks when the Xdrive sharing is finished.
A user request involves uploading of a zeolite dataset to the website. The web role creates
a message identified by the uploaded file name and pushes it into the file upload queue.
Simultaneously, the web role creates a container in Blob storage and stores there the zeolite dataset.
Meanwhile, the wrserver fetches the message from the file upload queue and downloads the zeolite
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Xdrive sharing time needed to set up the 18 wrclient instances in seven different trials. The mean
sharing time of the 18 wrclient instances in each trial is reported with a filled square.
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Figure 3. Workflow of the dataset conversion in WAS showing the tasks executed by the web role (WR), the
wrserver and the 18 wrclient instances.

entries in the Blob container to Xdrive naming the file with the message identifier. If the dataset
contains multiple zeolite entries, the wrserver splits the original file into individual zeolite entry files
identified by the zeolite ICSD number. In this case, a task message for each individual zeolite entry
is created and pushed into the global task queue. Each message has the zeolite ICSD number as
identifier. Next, a table of zeolite entries is created in the Table storage containing the entry ID as its
entry index. In addition, the process status of the data conversion, supercell, and descriptor services
for each zeolite entry is stored in that table. This entry table is shared with the 18 wrclient such that
the status is updated when processes are finished. The workflow of the data conversion is shown
schematically in Figure 3.
2.3. Supercell, descriptor, ZSP, and visualization services
The 18 wrclient instances compete for tasks from the global task queue. Once a wrclient instance
gets a task message, it parses the zeolite ID from the message and then interacts with Xdrive
where the zeolite dataset is stored. Next, the wrclient instance executes the supercell service and
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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records the calculated supercell of each zeolite in Xdrive. Subsequently, the wrclient instance creates
a supercell container in Blob storage and uploads the supercell dataset to it. When one wrclient
instance successfully executes the supercell service, it updates the process status for that zeolite
in the entry table to indicate that execution of the supercell service is concluded. In the event that
the wrclient instance fails to execute the supercell service, the task is restored into the global task
queue allowing another wrclient instance to pick it up. A workflow for these multiple steps is given
schematically in the upper portion of Figure 4.
Once supercell service is executed successfully, the wrclient instance proceeds to execute the
descriptor service by fetching the supercell dataset of one entry from Xdrive. Next, the descriptor
service is executed, meaning that a fortran code executable and corresponding dynamic link libraries
are used in Xdrive. The output is a vector of nine descriptors for each zeolite that is initially stored in
Xdrive. To end the descriptor service process, each wrclient instance updates the status of that zeolite
in the entry table, stores the descriptor vector in the table, creates a descriptor container in Blob
storage and uploads the descriptor vector to it. The bottom portion of Figure 4 shows schematically
this workflow. SAMP compute system provides an interface that binds descriptors stored in the table
to the web page managed by the web role. This allows the user to check the calculated values of
the descriptors. Furthermore, the user has the ability to request a download of these values, which
will be executed by the web role by parsing and fetching the descriptor dataset in Blob storage,
and finally completing the downloading request (Figure 5(a)). From the website, the user has the
option to request visualization of the supercells once these are generated. SAMP compute system
parses and specifies the ICSD identifier of the zeolite supercell, fetches the supercell dataset from
the supercell Blob storage and loads it into Jmol (stored in the web role) for visualization directly
in the website. A workflow is shown in Figure 5(b).
The ZSP service is tasked to run Random Forest™ using the values of all descriptors stored in the
table. When the user requests the ZSP service, the web role creates a ZSP request queue and queues
a new message. The wrserver instance fetches the message from the ZSP request queue, loads the
descriptors stored in the Xdrive, and executes Random Forest (running WEKA in Xdrive). This
task renders the classification of the zeolite data into 41 framework types, each framework type is
a different class. Once this task is finished, the wrserver creates a ZSP container in Blob storage
and uploads there the classification results. The web role binds the web page to this ZSP blob
container and results are uploaded and displayed in the Web page every 8 s. A workflow is shown
in Figure 5(c).
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3. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Several performance tests were carried out to assert time needed for processing and comparison
with local execution.
For the processing performance test, the 1473 zeolite entries were split into 11 separate datasets
of variable sizes as specified in Table I. Datasets 6, 7 and 8 contain 500, 500 and 473 zeolite entries,
respectively, a mere split of the 1473 available entries into three groups. Datasets 1 through 5 contain
variable numbers of entries from subset 6, whereas datasets 9 through 11 are formed by merging
dataset 6 with 8, dataset 7 with 8, and dataset 6 with 7, respectively. Dataset 12 contains all of
the 1473 zeolite entries. These 12 datasets were processed independently in the SAMP compute
system to measure the following: (i) the efficiency of the wrclient instances as a function of number
of entries processed (mean of time employed by each wrclient to process each dataset <time>);
(ii) the processing load used by each wrclient as a function of dataset size (mean of number of entries
processed by each wrclient <load>); and (iii) the elapsed processing time used by the 18 wrclient
instances for each dataset (from when one wrclient instance begins to process the first zeolite entry to
the time when another wrclient instance finishes the process of the last zeolite entry). Based on these
measurements, mean time <time>, mean load <load>, their standard deviation SDtime , SDload ,
and coefficient of variation CVtime , CVload are reported in Table I. For dataset 12, the ZSP service
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Table I. Pertinent quantities monitored in Structure-Adaptive-Materials-Prediction
system for assessing performance.
SDtime
(min)

CVtime
%

SDload

# entries

<time>
(min)

<load>

Set

CVload
%

Total time
(min)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

50
100
200
300
400
500
500
473
973
973
1000
1473

10.89
23.23
40.28
60.16
80.05
102.36
104.83
131.91
246.47
243.42
206.9
356.04

1.53
1.46
1.31
1.96
1.02
1.28
1.45
1.2
1.69
3.19
1.43
3.69

14.05
6.28
3.25
3.26
1.27
1.25
1.38
0.91
0.69
1.31
0.69
1.04

2.78
5.56
11.11
16.67
22.22
27.78
27.78
26.28
54.06
54.06
55.56
81.83

0.55
0.98
1.41
1.37
1.26
1.83
1.63
1.87
2.24
5.54
3.96
4.79

19.78
17.63
12.69
8.22
5.67
6.59
5.87
7.12
4.14
10.25
7.13
5.86

13.95
25.82
43.72
63.97
81.63
105.37
106.95
134.13
249.28
255.28
208.93
361.95

generates our machine learning model, same as that stored in the cloud, allowing users to use our
trained model to classify any new zeolite entry [30, 31, 42].
From the statistics summarized in Table I, we conclude that the load on each wrclient instance
does not degrade the processing time. Small deviations are fully within the error indicated by both
SD and CV. Analysis of the SDtime and CVtime shows that the full workflow time is about 2 min
and execution time is homogeneous, independently of the average load on each of the 18 wrclient
instances. Dataset #10 behaved somehow differently than the others. However, this is expected
because dataset #8 contains several entries that are more complex than the rest, and their execution
is longer. The processing time of the supercell service is considerably smaller than the descriptor
service. Figure 6(a) shows the processing time of the supercell service for each zeolite entry in
dataset # 12, as a function of the number of atoms in the supercell and Figure 6(b), shows the
processing time of the descriptor service. These two figures clearly show that the majority of the
processing time is taken by the descriptor service. Supercell service spends less than 2 min to create
any supercell regardless of the number of atoms. It is also interesting to note that in this sample, most
of the supercells created have less than 8000 atoms. There are only a few zeolites with supercells
containing 8000 to 19,500 atoms, and the descriptor service processing times for them was between
8 and 17 min. This is expected because several descriptors are based on calculations of distances
between atoms and their number scales as the square of the number of atoms [30, 31, 42].
By comparing the processing time of the SAMP compute system in the WA using one and
18 wrclient instances, we calculated the speedup of the parallel implementation. Speedup was
obtained for datasets 1 through 6 and 11 as shown in Table II. A significant improvement of the
speedup is obtained for datasets of 400 entries or more, reaching an almost perfect value of about
17.5. The slight degradation is due to the SBM protocol and bandwidth limitation between the
18 wrclient instances.
In addition, a comparison was done with the processing time of the same datasets in one dedicated
local PC. The WA computers are quad-core AMD™2373 EE at 2.10 GHz with 1.75 GB memory
running Windows Serverr 2008 Enterprise. Our dedicated local PC is an Intelr core 2 Duo™E8400
at 3.00 GHz with 4 GB memory running Windows 7 Enterprise. Results are summarized in Table II.
Although the hardware of the two systems is different, it is obvious that a significant speedup of
about 11.0 is rendered by the parallel implementation of SAMP compute system over the local
PC. Our services are serial codes and not memory eager, so the discrepancy in memory size is
not important.
Signal communication, data transmission, and I/O among the 18 wrclient instances affect the
bandwidth. WA defines bandwidth based on the number of cores that each wrclient instance uses
[48]. SAMP compute system assigns only one core to each wrclient because our codes and software
packages [30, 31, 42] are serial. Thus, the available bandwidth is 100 Mbps. Parallelizing the codes
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Processing time of the 1473 zeolite entries: (a) processing time of the supercell service, (b)
processing time of the descriptor service.
Table II. Effect of load on the speedup of the SAMP computing system.
Dataset
1
2
3
4
5
6
11

18 wrclient
(min)

1 wrclient
(min)

Speedup
1 wrclient /18 wrclient

PC
(min)

Speedup PC
PC/18 wrclient

13.95
25.82
43.72
63.97
81.63
105.37
208.93

176.28
380.18
631.67
961.43
1440.82
1842.43
3545.45

12.64
14.7
14.4
15.0
17.7
17.5
17.0

122.13
258.31
443.41
688.75
917.92
1145.13
2254.50

8.7
10.0
10.1
10.8
11.2
10.9
10.8

with openMP to use the quad cores efficiently would upgrade SAMP compute system bandwidth
significantly. In turn, our current performance would be enhanced.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper provides a new cloud-based compute system to use with zeolite entries from the ICSD
and obtain automatically their classification into 41 framework types. Our novel automated system is
composed of four services: supercell, visualization, descriptor, and ZSP, which execute the packages
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and codes needed for building the machine learning model that classifies zeolites based on their
structure. In addition, the underlying model of SAMP compute system employs a minimum of
resources in the cloud. In fact, the SMB protocol used to share the services and Xdrive among
the wrclient instances enables an excellent parallelism such that when enough data is analyzed, an
almost perfect speedup is obtained. For applications that require embarrassingly parallel workloads,
our compute system renders excellent performance at low cost. In addition, the pay-as-you go cloud
paradigm united with an efficient compute system may gain popularity as a green and clean approach
to computing in the sciences and engineering [49].
We were unable to test the scalability of our model because the resources in WA provided by our
sponsor were limited to 20 processors. It would be interesting to test the upper limit at which the
speedup of the parallel implementation starts to degrade. In addition, a larger impact in the science
community would be gained by Windows Azure platform, if certain software such as VC++/Java
runtime libraries would reside permanently in the cloud. This would reduce significantly the time to
load the system to the cloud, that at 100 min, is currently too long. An alternative implementation
in which a drive is additionally distributed to each worker role client instance is currently under
development for improving SAMP performance.
The cloud-based compute system developed is easily generalizable. It suffices to change the
services (codes to be executed) and other science and engineering applications that manipulate data
can use this cloud compute system. Such applications are usually data intensive and computationally
intensive. Both will benefit by the parallelization scheme that supports the SAMP compute system.
In particular, the researcher community that employs classical and quantum scientific open-source
packages for atomistic simulations (LAMMPS [34], NAMD [35], SIESTA [36], CPMD [37], among
others) will find that the SAMP compute system allows access to resources in the WA cloud that
otherwise might be difficult to procure with local hardware.
In summary, SAMP compute system is one of the very few cloud implementations currently
available to the science community. Its use in Windows Azure will prove simple and robust, offering
high parallelism and scalability.
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